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I can make it!
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Motivation, self confidence, inspiration
The first start-up phase of a business is the most exciting. It is like when you fall in love;
you cannot think about anything else except being with your loved one and can only
see his/her virtues. You make plans for the future and set up the action to achieve your
objectives because you feel capable of overcoming all obstacles. You simply believe that it
is possible; you have faith, belief.
This state of euphoric excitement is necessary to create a project as well as a work of art.
It can even be compared with the birth of a baby, we feel excitement, and we are full of
hopeful expectations and flooded with happiness. It is the time to cultivate your vision,
to imagine how you want your future business to be. In this imaginary scenario, you
will outline your priorities, everything which you truly value and which motivates you to
undertake this adventure. Everything is created twice, first in the mind and then in reality.
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Step 1 I can make it!
The first creative phase of a business is when you are
involved in all the details, display your talents and your
creativity is at its peak. You feel unstoppable and optimistic, capable of finding adequate solutions for each
setback because you have self-confidence.
When you feel genuine passion and enthusiasm for your
business project, you ignore other people’s comments
and do not care what they say. They may label you as crazy or insane but nothing can stop you. You do not hesitate when facing doubts or fear and you bet everything
on your dreams.
This is the entrepreneur spirit which inspires you to make
your dreams come true, to believe and trust in yourself,
and find the resources required to accomplish your goal.
And when this professional goal is aligned with your life
goal, your project becomes your life mission, your cause.
Then nothing can distract you from your path.
This is the determination, which helps you to take the
required steps, to have enough energy to work as many
hours as necessary and be truly committed to your business in order to overcome the difficulties with a desire
for excellence.
This initial stage also requires a humble attitude to
accept your defeats without giving up and learn from
your failures. Likewise, you must recognise where you

need help and ask for it, as you continue training and
gathering information in the required sector. Continuous
training is one of the keys to advance to the next phase;
it helps you to recycle mistakes in learning experiences
and persevere until you achieve the success you seek.
The main skills to start your own business are:
Belief
Vision
Planning know-how
Self-Confidence
Creativity
Optimism
Enthusiasm and passion
Desire for excellence
Determination
Commitment
Perseverance
Humility
Learning capacity
All these skills are necessary to undertake a project.
Some people possess these skills innately but everyone
can develop them with the proper training. Which of
these skills do you need to develop? You can do it! Just
make a decision and do what is necessary.
E-Commerce may be a sector, which can provide longterm unemployed persons, due to various reasons, with
an opportunity to obtain a stable quality job. Especially
people who may be included in the following groups:
• Middle-aged persons and young adults who have lost
their jobs and cannot find a new one.
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• Persons who are in an unfavourable socio-economic
situation.
• Retired persons who still feel active.
• Women during the 24 months following childbirth,
adoption or foster care.
These groups especially need to acquire in-depth knowledge of entrepreneurial skills and competencies.
We understand that the entrepreneurial process is founded on three essential pillars:
• The self-awareness of the person,
• The creation of the idea based on the detection of
necessities,
• Implementing the ideas by means of a project.
To know and develop techniques, skills, capacities and
aptitudes which make it possible to build competency.
The entrepreneur competency which enables a person to
imagine, plan and implement their projects.
To set up an E-commerce business project, you need to
strengthen the following factors:
A. Personal Autonomy
• Develop self-esteem and basic confidence
• Strengthen the motivation of achievement and a spirit
of excellence
• Be responsible and assume the consequences of your
own actions
• Efficiently manage the work
• Take decisions and solve problems
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B. Leadership
• Manage communication and negotiation skills
• Promote and supervise the team work
• Assume risks
• Display energy and enthusiasm
• Positively influence others and generate
• Involvement
C. Innovation
• Begin new actions based on prior knowledge
• Be creative in ideas, processes and actions
• Create change and open perspectives
• Plan and implement projects
• Work on the vision of the future
D. Business Skills
• Define the business aim and competitive strategy
• Manage the economic-financial aspects
• Manage the human resources
• Develop processes linked to the activity
• Use marketing and business communication strategies
• Act with social responsibility and ethics
Questions that you must ask prior to undertaking an
e-commerce business:
What will my new routine be like?
Being an entrepreneur means that you will be your own
boss, hence you must set the limits when you should or
should not work. This can be very beneficial for some
people because it gives them the freedom they have
always desired, however, if you fail to control it, then your

time may be less productive than before and you could
neglect your personal life. Many entrepreneurs decide
to keep the same habits which they had in their former
company, whereas now they work for themselves.
How can I obtain the financing to maintain my business?
If you do not have the capital to found your business, this
may not be the time to create it. You must be realistic
about the business plan and analyse if you can access
the capital required to start up an e-commerce activity.
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many obstacles in the beginning. Likewise, you may have
to abandon them for a time as you work to set up your
own company and even more so, if the invested money is
your life savings. The best option is to talk with them and
explain the situation to them before you face difficult situations, which could disrupt your personal relationships.

Am I willing to assume different roles?
Beginnings in any company are always difficult, which
means that you will frequently end up doing jobs which
are unpleasant such as management and accounting
tasks, cleaning the office, searching for financing, negotiating with banks or trying to find suppliers. Being aware
of this is important, because unless you have enough
money to hire a lot of employees, you will start out alone
and gradually expand your work team.
What are my strong and weak points?
Knowing this will help you to define which aspects you
must improve for your professional well-being and the
business project that you are about to create. This also
allows you to define the specific aspects you require to
hire personnel or receive external assistance if the time
arises.
What support can I rely on?
The support of family and friends is essential, since you
will experience very difficult moments and encounter
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Working environment
The meaning of success is not just to accomplish goals: it’s about the process of accomplishing
them and overcoming failures. When young people step out from the educational environment,
the question “What do I want to do with my life?” always pops out. Do I want to work at a big
successful enterprise? Do I want to be an employer and work with others ideas? Or do I want
to bring my ideas to life? That is not easy to answer. Sometimes, they decide to follow the
first paths, just because there is less risk in the process. Why risk all your money and time in
developing an idea? Well, sometimes that is a better motivation to do so.
Being an entrepreneur is more about believing in bringing an idea to life. An entrepreneur is that
person that identifies an opportunity and takes the risk to bring it to reality. Nowadays, a lot of
people don’t know about that word but they identify with the meaning. Many of them want to
take their ideas and transform them into opportunities and convince people to believe in them.
Sometimes, it is more than to just earn profits. That is the first “mini” step into becoming a
professional in the working environment: know where to start.

Read
more
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Step 2 Becoming a professional
In this century, the Information Technologies are the
tendency. The entrepreneur is focusing on those technologies to bring their ideas to a real functional prototype.
Those kind of business, where you use all this technologies (like internet) is what we call E-business. Being
an entrepreneur in this area is really easy, because the
Internet provides us most of the tools to accomplish our
goals, but there is still one asset that is really important
to sharp and improve our ideas: the entrepreneur. As Bo
Bennett, CEO of eBookIt.com and entrepreneur of several
businesses in graphic design, says: “Success is not what
you have, but who you are.”
In this document, we are going to talk about several
aspects that an entrepreneur should be, to become a
success.

1. Proactive
The first step to take is to be proactive. How to accomplish this? First of all, you need to auto manage yourself.
The auto management is a really preponderant point in
the entrepreneur ambit. Becoming a professional in a
working environment is impossible if you are reactive in
your life. What does that mean? Being reactive is being
a negative person. Normally, they don’t try to seek for a
solution if it is not easy; if they see a minimal risk, they
quit work; if they don’t know the answer or the way to do
the tasks, they just say no. What you need to manage is
to be proactive instead of reactive.

Reactive
Nothing can be done
I am like that
I can’t
I should
No

Proactive
Let’s see our choices
I can go in a different approach
I choose
I prefer
Whatever it takes

Instead of being negative, the proactive way to be is to
embrace the changes and try to do it better. Instead of
saying no, try to do whatever it takes to make it a “yes”.
By knowing this, you can now start trying to be a better
professional. When you have an idea and you want to
become an entrepreneur, you need to act in a proactive
way, try to resolve all the problems, never say never (that
doesn’t mean to say yes to everyone), but think about the
choices, the risks and act in an intelligent way.
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2. Organized
Next, every entrepreneur needs to know how to organize
their ideas and bring them to life, according to a prioritize system. People don’t get born organized. That is
a virtue that you can approach with some tools. Don’t
worry if you are not normally an organized human being,
because that’s not an issue. The important part of been
organized in an enterprise is to be focus on the main
goal and know how to delegate.
Why is important to be organized? Many people feel like
they are wasting their time by doing tasks that sometimes are not enough. That can provoke stress and frustration of not growing as a company. In this document
we are going to see a few steps that you can follow to
become a better organized person within a company. Let
see this as a cycle that can be repeated every day, week
or month.
Stage 1. Connect yourself with the mission and vision
Be aware of what your company is and what your vision
is (in a future). Don’t deviate your focus far away from it.
Stage 2. Identify roles
Which roles are within your company? Which roles belong to which persons? Remember that a person can run
more than one role (but not more than 7, according to
recommendations).
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Stage 3. Urgent versus Important
It is important to make a list of functions of each role,
and categorize them into Urgent – Not Urgent and
Important – Not Important. That could be made in a
matrix. Normally, the first functions to be approach, in
an organized environment, are the Important-Not Urgent
quadrant. Why? See it for yourself.
		Urgent		No urgent
Important
Crisis, pressure, Planning, vision,
		deadlines
values, preparation
No important
		
		

Interruptions,
unexpected
meetings

Evasion activities,
trivialities, 		
waste of time

Stage 4. Create a decision taking chart for the week
The important thing about being organized is to be focused on the vision, but planning it within every week (or
day). Make a list of tasks to accomplish, and if you need
to postpone any task, be sure to give it continuity. Make
a to-do-list for each role, every week.
Stage 5. Integrity
What does that mean? It is basically a day-integrity matter. Foresee the day and prioritize all the tasks that you
have. Start with the urgent but not so important ones,
and so on. At the end of the day, for each role, you must
have a checklist made with the tasks. Is everything done?
Are we closer to accomplish our main objectives?

Stage 6. Evaluate
The last but the most important stage. Compare the
tasks that you should do, with the tasks that you did. Be
honest with yourself. Evaluate your performance within a
day/week, and give yourself an improvement (what you
can do to perform better in the next cycle).
If you manage to repeat this cycle every day or week, you
will become a better-organized person in the working
environment, and you are going to grow every time.

3. Team Worker
This is a really important characteristic in an entrepreneur. You need to know how to work in a team, and to
know how to lead a team to success. Teamwork means
two or more persons that interact, in a way that the
behavior and performance of one is linked to what the
other members do. Some aspects that teamwork usually
needs to have are:
• Clear and comprehensible objectives
• Members with useful abilities
• Trust within the members
• Commitment
• Good intern communication between the members
• Negotiation abilities
• Leadership and support
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is a really good start, because you can state your goals
and functions for each role, and delegate the tasks, but
you need to have in consideration the next dimensions,
to help improve your teamwork (again, let’s see this
dimension as a cycle):
Power		
Delegate
		Trust
		Give freedom
Motivation
Incentive
		Reward
		Recognize
Development
Give resources
		Training
		
Develop new talents
Leadership
Define objectives
		Expand horizons
		Feedback

If you want to accomplish good teamwork, you need to
seek these characteristics. But let’s be honest, if you are
the one that wants to become an entrepreneur, you need
some tactics to improve your teamwork. Being organized
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4. Conflict Solver
After talking about teamwork, there is something that always happens: conflicts within the members. A conflict is
a process that starts when a “part” perceives that another “part” has affected (or is going to affect) negatively,
something that matters to the first “part”. It is important
for a future entrepreneur to know how to manage a conflict between his workers. You need to know the common
process of a conflict, to know how to approach them, and
to know what options you have.
Background: why is the conflict happening?
Perception: what are the sides of both “parts”? What is
the conflict about?
Positioning: what are the intentions or interest of the
“parts” involved?
Behaviors: how are the “parts” acting, in relation with the
conflict?
Resolution: how can we resolve the conflict? Should we
evade the problem? Should we conciliate or help integrate the parts?
Results: what are the positive and negative results after
the conflict is solved?
You need to understand this process, because you have
to follow the entire situation and bring the optimal
solution. You can either help them solve the problem
(through negotiations, conciliations, integration activities), or attack the background of the conflict (expand
resources, help the organizational culture). Then, evaluate
the results, and see if you can do anything more to avoid
the conflict.

5. Decision Making
Last, it is important for you to know how to make decisions. A decision is a process where the information
perceived is used to evaluate several courses of actions
and choose one of them, in order to accomplish the
enterprise’s goals. It is important for every entrepreneur
to know how to make decisions and develop them in
a correct way. Here is the common process to evaluate
decisions:
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main obstacle is not what you have, it is who you are. By
being proactive, organized, a good leader in a teamwork,
a nice conflict-solver and a great decision maker (among
other things), you are prepared to become a professional,
to become a leader in a team and motivate them to accomplish your dreams and not just direct them, but walk
with them towards your vision.

Situation’s perception: here is when you realize that
there is a decision to be make, according to the main
goal and the current situation.
Problem’s analysis: you take the problem and you make
it clear.
Goals’ definition: here is where you answer “Why do we
need a decision to make? What do we want to accomplish?”
Options’ search: you look out for all of those “courses of
actions” that we could take when making a decision.
Options’ evaluation: you take all those options and you
start making comparisons between risk, cost, time and
resources. You can use expert judgment for tips.
Election: according to the evaluation, you choose the best
option for this problem, according to our goals.
Implementation: we’ve already made the decision, so we
made it true, and diagnose if this decision help us.
At the end of this document, we’ve realized that everyone
can be an entrepreneur. If you want to take the risk to
bring your ideas to a real business, it’s not that complicated. As we state in the beginning of the document, the
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Internet and online communication
Ever since the early 90’s, when the World Wide Web (the Web) technology has been
developed and has become available for anyone to use on a royalty-free basis, our world has
changed. The Web has become the most powerful communication medium the world has ever
known. It has changed the way people teach and learn, buy and sell, inform and are informed,
share and collaborate, meet friends and solve problems of all kinds. Nowadays we can hardly
imagine our everyday life without connection to the Internet.
This step provides basic knowledge on Internet terms and gives some tips on what is
important to know before starting your E-business:
• What is the Internet?
• How do you access the web?
• How to register a domain name?
• What is web hosting?
• What is an email?
• More about online communication

Read
more

Step 4
Define your
product
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1. What is the Internet?
The Internet is a global network of networks. It connects
millions of computers together globally forming a
network in which any computer can communicate with
any other computer as long as they both are connected
to the Internet. According to Internet World Stats there
were 2,802,478,934 Internet users as of December 2013,
which represents 39% of the world’s population. You
may have asked yourself who owns the Internet? The
answer is that no one actually owns the Internet, and no
single person or organization controls the Internet in its
entirety. The Internet is more of a concept than an actual
entity, and it relies on a physical infrastructure that connects networks to other networks.

2. How Do You Access the Web?
How to access the Web is quite obvious for those who open
their browser on their computer many times a day. But if
you are not familiar with the Internet, you will need to gain
some basic knowledge before you can start using it.
First your computer needs to be connected to the Internet via an Internet provider. There are different providers
you can refer to. Ask friends or family, which is the best
to subscribe to in your region. Secondly you will need a
browser on your computer. A browser is software which
lets you visit websites and do activities within them, like
login, view webpages, link from one site to another, send
and receive email. There are many different browsers,
running on almost all types of computers. Nowadays, almost all the browsers are free and are standard delivered

with the computer. The most common browser software
titles on the market are: Microsoft Internet Explorer,
Google’s Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Apple’s Safari. Browser
availability depends on the operating system your computer is using (for example: Microsoft Windows, Linux,
Ubuntu, Mac OS).

3. How to register a domain name?
If you are planning to start your own business, you will
certainly need to register an own domain name, build a
website and arrange the web hosting. Registering a domain name is the first step in establishing your presence
online and reaching customers. The domain name is the
Internet address of your company. It is also called URL
(Universal Resource Locator). Choosing the domain name
is very important, so better take some time and think
well about it.
Choose a name that suits your product or service and is
easy for your customers to remember. If the name is long
and complex it may be difficult to spell and type it. In
some cases it is appropriate to use the company name as
a domain name especially when you are planning to use
it as a brand that you are going to promote.
Example:
1. You have a travel agency and its name is Sunny Travel.
In this case you can easily choose the same name for
your domain name as it becomes obvious from the name
that you are offering travels.
2. You have a shoe shop and its name is Sana. In this
case it may be a better idea to include in the domain
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name the word shoes so that it is clear for your customers what you are selling. This also helps to improve your
rank on search engines which increases visitors to your
website.
Check if the domain name is free. Via your browser you
can find websites where you can type the name and
check if it is occupied.
Sometimes the name you have chosen may be occupied
with one of the extensions but can be still available if you
choose for another extension. If for example ‘myproject.
com’ (the extension is in this case .com) is occupied, you
can try another extension. Like ‘myproject.net’, ‘myproject.org’ etc.
Use an appropriate domain name extension. As mentioned above extensions are suffixes such as .com or .net
at the end of web addresses. These can have specific
uses, so make sure to choose one that works for your
business. .com is the most popular one but here are
some other top extensions and how they are often used:
.info: information sites
.org: non-commercial organisations and non-profits
.net: technical, internet infrastructure sites
.biz: business or commercial use, like ecommerce sites
You can also choose for the code of your country.
There are millions of registered domain names, so having
a domain that’s catchy and memorable is essential. Once
you’ve come up with a name, share it with close friends
to make sure it sounds appealing and makes sense to
others.
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You can decide to register more than one domain name,
for example with different extensions. This can prevent
competitors from registering other versions and guarantee that your customers are directed to your website
even if they haven’t remembered the name properly. You
can also do this later, when your business is prospering.
But be aware that someone else may register similar
domains. To have two domains does not mean that you
have to build two web sites. Many companies use this
option using the so-called ‘redirecting of domain name’.

4. What is web hosting?
A web hosting service is a type of Internet hosting service that allows individuals, organizations and companies
to make their website accessible via the World Wide
Web. Web hosts, also called Internet Service Providers,
are companies that provide space on a server owned or
leased for use by clients. You can compare hosting with
renting an office at a business centre. For your website
it means that you pay a rent for a space on a highly
specialized computer server. Just like your office your
website has a physical address that maps the exact location of the website within a server.
Most hosting plans for small companies offer similar features. In order to decide what kind of hosting suits your
website you have to answer first the following questions:
• How much space do I need?
• Do I expect many visitors to my website?
• Do I need a database?
• How many email addresses do I want to use?
• With what software do I want to make my website?

You can always start with a basic package and expand it
later if you need more space on your website. Most of the
web hosting companies will be ready to give you advice if
you still have doubts and questions on that matter.

5. What is an email?
Email is short for electronic mail. Similar to a letter,
email is sent via the Internet to a recipient. An email
address is required to receive email, and that address is
unique to the user.
An email address consists of the user name and the
domain name connected with the sign @. There are no
spaces between any of the words. An email address can
be obtained from an Internet service provider. For the
first part of the address you can choose your name (as
long as it is not occupied yet) and for the second part –
the domain name – there are two options. Either you can
use an e-mail service (Webmail site) from Google, Yahoo,
Microsoft or some other provider that is accessible via
the Web or you can use the domain name of your own
company website. When it comes to choosing an email
account, there are lots of options.
Tip: When starting a company it is always better to
use the domain name of your company for your email
address. Providers as Hotmail, Gmail, Yahoo are mostly
used for private email correspondence.
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• It’s secure.
• It’s low cost.
• Photos, documents and other files can be attached to
an email, so that more information can be shared.
• One email can be sent to more than one recipient at a
time.
• Email is a great way of getting information to others
quickly and easily. Being able to send messages at
the touch of a button keeps you up to date no matter
where in the world you are.

6. Online communication
When people are not online, which means they are not
connected via internet, they use various communication
tools and channels like writing and sending letters by
post, making phone calls, meet each other face-to-face,
etc. Online communication is quite similar. Depending on
the situation we may make online phone calls, use chat,
video chat or social networking. Nowadays it is almost
impossible to do business without using online communication.
There are numerous online communication services. In
this chapter a short explanation of the most popular
ones is given. The usage of online communication for
the purposes of e-marketing is described further in this
Guide (chapter 9).

Some key benefits of using email:
• It’s quick – your recipient receives your email as they
go online and collect their mail.
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Skype
Skype allows you to chat, see and talk to the
people you’re communicating with in real time.
A video chat via Skype can add a personal
touch to your conversation with a person you
are doing business with. Most of the services
via Skype are for free and you can download it
easily on your computer or mobile device.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn is mostly text based and posts are
business oriented. By signing up for LinkedIn
you can manage your professional identity and
build your professional network. LinkedIn can
give you the tools you need to promote your
products and services and help your small
business succeed.

Facebook
Facebook is a social networking website that
makes it easy for you to connect and share
ideas, information and images with your family
and friends online. At the same time creating
a Facebook Page of your company enables you
to reach many people who matter most to your
business. You can easily communicate with
your customers, who can like your Page, read
your posts and share them with friends.
Having a Facebook account is now an expected
part of being online, much like having your
own email address. And since Facebook is
so popular, other websites have worked to
integrate Facebook. This means you can use a
single Facebook account to sign in to different
services across the Web.

Twitter
Twitter enables you to send and read short
messages called ‘tweets’. A tweet is an expression of a moment or idea and can contain text,
pictures or videos.
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Dropbox
Dropbox is a free service that you can use to
send and share photo’s, docs and videos. It is
very useful when you need to send heavy files.
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Customers needs and supply
It is very likely that you have asked yourself the question ‘What can I sell on the Internet?’.
It occurs to everyone when we venture into the Internet business sector, especially if you do
not already have a traditional business in operation. The best way to find the product to sell
would be to follow the inverse process, which means, find the persons who are demanding
something (what is known as a “niche market”) so that you can offer them that special
“something”.
If you have a product, you must find its market and this is probably the hardest and most
difficult thing to achieve. Nevertheless, if you offer what people are looking for, it will be much
easier to develop an effective web site and attract the suitable traffic to it.

Read
more
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In recent years, Electronic Commerce or E-Commerce has
become one of the most widely used means to do our
shopping. Despite the current economic situation, sales
turnover by this channel significantly increase every year.
The number of Internet users has registered major
growth in the last few years. At this time in Europe, there
is an average of 27 on-line buyers per 100 inhabitants.
These figures mean that on-line sales are increasingly
inaugurating business opportunities.
It is now an undeniable fact that new technologies
(and especially the increasingly user-friendly access to
Internet) represent a major change in the way in which
professional sectors and businesses interact.
Markets for E-Commerce
Based on the above, there is no doubt that E-Commerce
represents an investment in the future for people who may
be at risk of exclusion from the job market, women, young
people, adults over the age of 45, people with disabilities,
who can develop a business in a simple way without major
know-how or big investments.
The increasingly easy access to new technologies, changes
in consumer habits, user-friendly nature, comfort, accessibility, elimination of boundaries, etc., makes it possible
to predict a boom in E-Commerce which will benefit
Small-and-Medium Businesses and self-employed persons.
What can be expected in the near future?
Before risking any predictions in this scope, we must
consider that we now face a highly dynamic market,
which not only affects specific economic issues but also
how the technology itself will evolve.

Nevertheless by analysing the evolution of recent years, it
seems feasible to describe a scenario:
1. First, taking into account how E-Commerce has evolved
in Europe, it is estimated that in 2015, 50% of Europe’s
population will do their shopping by means of Internet.
2. In view of this data, annual growth has been averaging
almost 20%. The increase in consumer confidence,
increasingly greater access to Internet and with luck,
an improvement in the economy could be encouraging
signs that this growth will be sustained.
3. Logistics companies clearly state in a report that the
number of package deliveries with products from
Small-and-Medium Businesses specializing in E-Commerce has grown 65% in recent years.
4. Starting from 2015, the entry of new sectors is foreseen which will represent a major stimulus for E-Commerce.
5. In countries such as the USA, 10% of E-Commerce
sales are carried out with cell-phones or tablets. These
types of devices are progressively achieving a higher
market share in Europe.
6. E-Commerce will also increasingly benefit from the
support of cell-phone payments.
Where are the opportunities?
One good first opportunity would be to target unexploited markets.
Another option (which is valid for any market) is to
improve the existing offer. The options are practically
unlimited in this point.
The key is to analyse the competition and their shortcomings. There are countless factors in on-line busi-
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nesses (shopping experience, delivery and refund terms,
information, etc.).
Consequently, creativity and innovation will be the benchmarks. And taking the latter into consideration, multiple
options arise:
• Select new business models
• Expand the depth of your products by means of services
• Enhance the experience, by providing continuity in customer relations and increasing the added value of what
you offer.
This means analysing what customers buy and through
the use of their suggestions, evaluate how you can extend your products or services.
Since setting up this business does not require a major
capital investment, with a good Marketing strategy and
good Internet positioning, visits to your on-line shop will
increase dramatically.
As you can imagine, there is an infinite number of products which you can sell, but you must pay close attention
to shopping trends in Internet and likewise, select a
product with which you feel comfortable, which you like.
And it will be essential to devote a lot of time and hard
work for your shop to be successful.
Our lifestyle and consumer habits are influenced by
fashion. Fortunately or unfortunately, we get carried away
with trends. And evidently, Internet sales function in
exactly the same way. Accordingly, whenever you want to
analyse the success which a product or specific trademark may have, we recommend that you use the Google
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Trends tool, which provides a simple measurement of
your product’s potential and fashion appeal in a specific
place.
Important: You need to make sure that the niche market
exists and that it is easy to access. Later, you must
attempt to discover what your users want and sell it to
them.
There are literally hundreds of niche markets (large
and above all, small) where you can promote your own
products or items from other companies that will give
you good commissions for placing their products and/or
services.
This is easy to say, but it is not always easy to find a
niche that generates profits. There are markets in which
people are not accustomed to paying, either because
they can find free information about the topic or their
purchasing power is very low.
Several Business models on Internet
Create and sell your own product through your web page.
Participate in an affiliate program, which means selling
products developed by others.
Currently, there are several digital products (such as
e-books and software), which are offered with resale
rights, so that when purchased, you have the option to
sell this product yourself. This means that it belongs to
you for all purposes, since you do not have to provide any
commission to the party who sold it to you.

What sells best on Internet?
• Software and video games
They can be directly downloaded from the web site;
this eliminates middlemen, reduces costs and furthermore, encourages the purchase for the customer, since
he/she may possess it in just a few minutes without
leaving home.
• Info products
This involves the sale of specialised information; if you
do this well, this is one of the things, which is working
best at this time. The information can be delivered
in an e-book format downloaded from the same web
page, by means of restricted access to customers or by
e-mail.
• Consulting Services
It is also advisable to deal with specific topics for
which there is a niche market.
Remember that your Business will be based on:
• Confidence.
• Know more than others so that you will be viewed as
an Expert.

E-Steps
have to spend time and money to prepare the infrastructure of your own business.
• Material goods
They represent a greater complication, since it is necessary to store and deliver them and keep track of the
entire process. They involve higher costs than all the
above options, and there are very few products, which
are profitable for a small company.
In conclusion, we can say that the products, which allow
us to earn money with practically zero expenses, are:
• Digital products
• Products created by us
• Products acquired with resale rights
With these products, all sales produce profits! Except for
the minimum maintenance costs of our web site.
Finally, another factor, which requires our maximum attention, is our product, which must be of high quality, so
that we can offer a warranty with the security that there
will not be a high return percentage. The warranty is a
practically mandatory term, if you wish to sell in Internet
and offer credibility.

• Affiliate programs
If you do not have your own product or are developing
one, it is in your interest to acquire experience, which
is a good choice to start. You will have the product
from the outset and you will earn a commission from
each sale with one major particularity: you will not
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Currently most attractive sectors for Internet sales are:
• Transport tickets
• Hotel/Accommodation Reservations or Tourism Packages
• The purchase of Show Tickets
• Fashion
• Games and Toys
• Jewellery and Watches
• Increasingly more people buy Telephony and Internet
Services on-line.
Shopper profiles of internet products/services
It is also interesting to know the customer profiles that
purchase services through Internet:

E-Steps

Products with the highest growth expectations
in internet in the short term
Fashion items
Plane/Train tickets
Technology
Show Tickets
Second-hand items
CDs and Books
Restaurants
Computer applications
Films and video games
Training

• Reservations and tourism packages: young people
aged 25-34, residents in urban areas and upper class
citizens
• Clothing, accessories and sports items: young women
(up to age 34), middle class residents in urban and
rural environments
• Books, magazines and newspapers: young people aged
25-34, senior citizens over 65, middle and lower class
citizens
• Internet and Telephony Services: young men aged
25-34, residents in urban and rural areas, middle and
lower class citizens
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Step 5

Spread the word

E-Steps

Networking and communication
Networking is about interacting with people and engaging them for mutual benefit. It can
help you establish a new business or grow an existing one. You can also use networking as a
tool for finding investors, customers, staff, suppliers and business partners with minimal cost
to your business.
You can network face-to-face at social events, conferences and through industry associations.
You can also network online, through sites such as LinkedIn and Facebook. The more ways you
can network, the more your business will benefit. It’s common for people to feel apprehensive
about networking, but it’s a skill you can develop with practice. The more networking you
do, the easier it will become. This step will give you some ideas about how you can use
networking in your business.

Read
more

Step 6
What to
expect
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Step 5 Spread the word
Networking opportunities
If you own a small business, networking can be an
inexpensive way to promote your business. Through networking, you can discover new opportunities, build your
customer base and find new suppliers and staff. You may
also find investors and business partners. Networking is
particularly important if you’re running a home business
because it can connect you with peers and help you overcome potential issues associated with being isolated.
Networking options are broad and continually changing.
You may need to research networking trends to work out
which ones best suit your business.
Conferences and events
Get into the habit of regularly attending events that are
held by various groups. You could also consider running
your own event.
Business contacts
If you’re too busy to attend lots of events, focus on developing relationships with just 3 or 4 key people. Consider
contacts who might face similar challenges to you and
work out how you might be able to help each other.
Industry associations
It’s a good idea to join networking groups run through
industry associations. Joining these groups will help you
keep up to date with changes in your industry, and will
get you invited to networking events.

Networking groups
Joining networking groups will give you a chance to
meet people from a wide range of small- to medium-sized businesses. Contact your industry association
and business contacts or search online to find out a
networking group that suits you.
Online networking
Online social networking sites (such as Facebook and
LinkedIn) are useful tools for businesses to create networks (with other businesses and industry associations)
and follow up with new contacts. You can also sign up to
online newsletters from industry associations and other
businesses and receive regular updates about events and
opportunities. Start an email newsletter for your business
so you can keep your customers, suppliers and other
contacts up to date with your activities and invite them
to your own events. When sending out emails, make sure
you are not breaching any spam laws.
Personal contacts and social events
Networking through friends and family can be a great
way to establish strong business relationships. You might
meet someone who could be useful for your business, or
someone whose business you can help, at a social event.
Planning your networking
Plan your networking activities and devote a certain
amount of time and money to them. Spending money on
networking can be more effective than spending it on
advertising, as it is more personal and targeted.
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Prioritising your time
Consider all your business activities and work out how
much time you can realistically devote to networking. Allocating yourself a certain amount of time will make your
networking more enjoyable, as you won’t feel rushed.
Talking about your business
Before you go to a networking event, think about what
you want to say about your business. Research the
people and businesses you’d like to be introduced to and
make sure you’re prepared when you meet them. Having
pre-prepared points can help ease your nerves. You don’t
need to memorise everything you want to say, but it’s a
good idea to write down the key points about your business and practise saying them out loud.
Keep in mind that while you want to tell people about
your business, they will also want to tell you about theirs.
Make sure you ask them what they do when you finish
speaking.
Business cards
Have some business cards made that you can give to
people when you are talking about your business. Make
sure they reflect your business accurately and include
all the relevant contact details, including your email and
website address. Giving your business cards to people
you’ve connected with and described your business to
will have a greater impact than giving them to as many
people as possible with limited personal interaction.
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Following up
It’s important to follow up with people soon after you
meet them so that you are still fresh in their mind. Make
sure you deliver on any promises you make, whether it’s
a phone call or a special offer. Keep in regular contact
with people you meet to build your networks.
Create a database
Consider creating a database of contacts, including details of where you met them and what they do. Updating
the database regularly will help you keep track of your
contacts and ensure that you are familiar with developments in their business. This can help you recognise new
opportunities and develop your business relationships.
Following up online
If you decide to follow up by adding a new contact to
your online network, such as LinkedIn, try to include a
personal message that mentions where you met the person and what you talked about. An email newsletter can
help you communicate information about your business
to your contacts. If you decide to add new contacts to
your mailing list, make sure you are not breaching spam
laws.
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Getting the most out of networking
It’s common to feel nervous about networking, but the
process doesn’t need to be complicated or daunting.
Networking can be as simple as introducing yourself to
someone who has a similar business to yours, or who
might know someone who can help your business. Try to
relax and be yourself - this will help you enjoy networking. People will appreciate talking to someone genuine,
and this can help you earn their trust and develop good
relationships.
As you develop more confidence, try to expand your networking beyond your current range of contacts. Having a
wide network offers more opportunities. For example, a
florist who only networks with other florists is unlikely to
find opportunities offered by hoteliers, wedding planners,
and event organisers.
If you are facing challenges in your business, your
network may be able to support you. Your contacts may
have faced similar issues in their business, and may be
able to provide you with advice. You might also discover
ways that you can help other businesses, which will help
strengthen your relationships.
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Strategy and business plan
In the previous steps, you have verified that your idea can indeed become a real professional
activity. You have verified that there are potential customers with a specific need or for whom
you can create a need. If your research and surveys confirm your idea, you can proceed to
the next step. To analyse the economic feasibility of your project, it is first of all necessary
to understand how to run your business. That is to say, to imagine the various operating
processes.
As an entrepreneur you are responsible for different areas of actions:
• Administrative Management
• Marketing (sales and marketing actions)
• Production (heart of the business)

Read
more

Step 7
Money
matters
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As an entrepreneur you will be responsible to ensure a
certain degree of profitability to maintain and develop
the business, to respect the regulations and to deliver
the social and fiscal statements.
Ensure a certain degree
of profitability

Respect the Regulations
Deliver the social and
fiscal statement

Dashboards
Indicators

Social
Fiscal

Creating a business requires high availability. However,
we must face the fact that it is very difficult or even impossible to do everything oneself. So, you have to think
and decide which tasks you are able to take on yourself
and which ones you might delegate. You can delegate
tasks, either by lack of time or because you do not have
the necessary skills.
Think about what you can handle yourself to:
Manage your
activity
Check the products
and operations

Produce the products/
services
Get your products/
services known

Then, decide what you can delegate, either internally towards your staff or externally to professionals. Thus you
can concentrate on your heart of business and meet the
expectations of your customers.
However, you must maintain your role as a manager. And
precisely this role will need you to distinguish the tasks
for controlling and steering your business from “non-operating” obligations.
The constraints related to fiscal, social and accounting
rules should not hinder the professionalism that customers expect from you. This professionalism should be
reflected in the quality and uniqueness of your products.
We would thus suggest that you delegate the accounting
to a specialist.
Realize yourself the tasks, which will allow you to make
decisions, that is to say, design and monitor your dashboards. Hence you will completely fulfil your role as
manager.
Thus, your accountant will concentrate on:
• The entry of suppliers and customer’s bills. You can
deliver these bills to the accountant with the frequency
that suits him (weekly or monthly),
• The realization of pay slips and preparation of social
and fiscal periodic statements,
• The establishment of an intermediate financial situation and end of year balance.
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For this we advise you to develop practical production
sheets that you consider essential. These files must be
created according to your observation and monitoring
needs.
They can, for example, help you to:
• Check the performance of your products
• Measure the incoming parameters of your production
process (or performance process), such as execution
time, the materials used, consumables, etc.
Apart from monitoring your production, you are responsible for yet another job. This is the control of your
budgets. This work will allow you to check the profitability of your business. It will also help you to avoid cash
flow problems. You must first of all assess the expected
budgets for each of your projected expenses (travel, rent,
advertising, telephone, accounting fees, etc.). All these
estimated expenditure will need to be consistent with
your goal of turnover.
In other words, your estimated expenditure must remain
below your overall annual turnover.

annual
turnover

projected
expences

You can concentrate on your business and analyse and
develop your working methods.
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You will have to add every expense to the total of expenses of a certain type.
You will then be able to compare, by type of expenditure,
the sum of your expenses with the estimated amount
that you had planned not to exceed.
Let us observe this together with an example.
We will follow a young woman who, because of her expertise in handcrafted objects and accessories made with
various recovery products, had the idea of creating a real
professional activity out of her passion.
Up to now, she realized products, following her artistic instinct, with materials from discarded objects and even in a
traditional craftsmanship process. She needed, at first, to
ensure that the products could appeal to a broad public.
As you have seen in the previous steps, the creator must
conduct a market study to ensure that his idea pleases
a target clientele. This young woman has taken the
precaution, intuitively, to verify this by gradually organizing workshops so that people could discover both the
manufacturing process and the finished products. This
test period, at the start of the activity, has allowed her to
enter the market with confidence.
In addition, the confirmation of the existence of a market
was accompanied by the discovery of specific needs, allowing her both to refine the products but also to consider new product lines.
From that moment on, she envisioned to make a real
economic study of her business creation project. Her
skills and passion have led to the idea of a project that
could become an economic reality.

As seen previously, a project becomes economically profitable when its activity generates enough sales to cover
all expenses due to the operations of the business.
And to prevent you from having more expenses (due to
costs) than expected revenue (turnover or activity billed
to clients) it is necessary to budget (predict) all your
future expenses.
Determine the estimated expenditure:
This future business creator has had to put herself in an
operating situation to analyze all that was about to enter
the operation process.
• “What actions should I take and what steps do I need
to carry out, both for the production and for the sale of
my finished product?”
• “When I will have clarified and detailed the process,
then I can only begin to quantify my need for raw materials and my running costs”.
In our example, the operation process is as follows:
Collect raw material
Expenses:
Travel expenses
The collection of raw materials is the first essential task
to carry out because the production of the finished pro
ducts depends on it.
This task involves getting introduced into networks that
are sources for the material sought by the designer. It
generates travel expenses that need to be evaluated
depending on a given perimeter.
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Cleaning, cutting, sizing
Expenses:
cleaning products
All collected waste will undergo a thorough cleaning as
well as a cutting and calibration process. This process
can be different according to the product and its future
use. Then the material is stored before manufacturing.

Storage of technical equipment and ornamental
accessories
Storage of finished products
Expenses:
accessories
To finish the products, the designer uses technical
equipment and ornamental accessories that need to be
stored. She uses a room in her house that will also be
used to store de collected raw material and the finished
products. Hence, there are no storage expenses.
Actions publicitaires, vente directe
Site internet
Expenses:
advertising campaigns, travel, website
development, website hosting
Alongside the production, the business creator will also
organize advertising campaigns (Salon, Platelets, Mailing) to promote her products and maximize sales.
She initially plans to sell by direct approach at exhibitions and “discovery” workshops and secondly through a
commercial website.
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All costs are identified in the table below. We have added
additional costs related to the management of the activity:
Expense type 				
Amount (€)
Raw materials purchases			
0
Cleaning products			500
Accessories				5.000
Rent					0
Insurance				350
Electricity				250
Office supplies				200
Accountant’s fees			1.800
All advertising costs			
4.000
Travel costs				1.200
Telephone and mail			
400
Bank management fees			
280
The remuneration of the business creator 20.000
Social contributions			9.000
Taxes					650
				
Total of expenses			
43.630

The complementary expenditure concerns:
• An annual insurance fee of 250 € net to cover her
professional liability plus 100 € net for her stock of
accessories.
• A cost of electricity to heat and light her workspace of
250 € for the year.
• A budget for office supply expenses of 200 €.
• Accountant’s fees for an annual amount of 1,800 €.
• Telephone and postal costs for an annual amount of
400 €.
• The bank management fees that will be charged quarterly for an annual amount of 280 €.
• Only one annual salary. The business creator has decided to work alone during the first year and allocate
herself a salary for an annual amount of 20,000 €.
• The Social contributions to be paid to social agencies
for an annual amount of 9,000 €.
• To which must be added taxes (for vocational training,
Apprenticeship Learning, CO2 production and Occupational Medicine) or 310 + 250 + 90.
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Type of product/service to bill
280 objects made of recyclable products € 30.800
Creative craft workshops			
€ 15.000
Total turnover				€ 45.800
The Result is beneficial:
Total turnover				€ 45.800
Total of expenses			
€ 43.630
Result					€ 2.170
The business creator was able to assess the profitability
of her business.
She will then also have to calculate the corresponding
taxes that will need to be transferred to the state.
This forward-economic study (or business plan) will be
used to discuss with various financial partners, bankers
or institutional. But it will be, above all, a real dashboard
to drive your business.
This will become your “favorite book”. It is on the indications of your business plan that you will make decisions.

The business creator will properly monitor her bank
account balance and does not request overdraft facility
and no bank loan from the bank. She therefore does not
provide for bank charges or interest on loan.
Determine the total sales billing (or turnover)
As part of its operating process, the designer plans to
achieve in the first year:
• The sale of 280 objects made of recyclable products,
for an amount of 30,800 € excluding VAT.
• Creative craft workshops for a total of 15,000 € excluding VAT.
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Funding, finance and taxes
If you are convinced of the feasibility of your project and your business plan (step 6) is
consistent, that means you have all the elements to convince potential funders. If your search
for finance from third parties is welcomed lukewarm or if you experience rejection, do not
be offended. A financier is someone with whom you can negotiate as “equals”. There are
sufficient sources of funding models not to be demoralized at the refusal of your financial
support!
You should rather think that, by such a refusal, the financier misses a good deal. Continue
your efforts, but in the light of his observations to optimize your next round facing new
financial partners.

Read
more

Step 8
Go on line!
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The sponsors
Each European country has multiple financing solutions,
often similar. To reach them, you will need to enter the
networks that communicate on these funding opportunities.
These networks can be the Chambers of Commerce and
Trades Chambers, Regional aid and Department Services,
Organization and Trade Associations, the Municipalities
and Agglomeration Groupings, District Associations
accompanying activity creators, local missions...

The finance plan enables you to represent all of your
NEEDS to be financed and the RESOURCES you should
look for before you start working on your products. Your
needs may as well involve investments in equipment or
work than a security deposit to be paid to the lessor of the
premises you rent.
All that seems necessary to acquire to realize your products in the best working conditions (operating tools, work
space) should be considered and funded before even
starting to produce.

For information purposes, we include some possibilities
(existing in many European countries) that can contribute
to financial aid:
• the loan of Honor from 4 000 to 30,000 € at 0%
interest (with technical monitoring and sponsorship of
an entrepreneur) reinforced by the networks providing
them financial security. This solution provides you with
contributions such as Equity and Bank Guarantees;
• The Ready for Business Creation loan, which can be
initiated by your bank. This is an unsecured loan (up to
7,000 € in France);
• The additional bank loan in line with the loan of Honor;
• “Women’s Initiative Guarantee Fund” (IRFED-EUROPE);
• Capital investors (Business Angel and Venture Capital);
• Personal and proximity Savings; Development funds and
support from companies, especially in innovative fields;
• Financial Cooperatives;
• Seed Funding;
• Crowd funding.
Some funders are to be contacted at first. Their agreement
will pry on other types of financing. You will need to make
a Financing Plan to identify needs for funding and the
resources to cover them.

The cover of Needed Working Capital represents the
amount of money that should remain available to cover
cash shortfalls generated by payment gaps between
customers and suppliers. The Needed Working Capital can
also include the cost of building up a stock if necessary.
Having been able to quantify the sum of your needs, you
then have to look for RESOURCES to cover this sum.
Your RESOURCES may be of different types, as the table
above illustrates.
Amongst these resources you can also count the benefits
achieved at the end of the year (excluding depreciation).
This is your Cash flow.
It is recommended to define a three-year funding plan in
order to give a minimum of visibility in the medium term.
Your bank will appreciate. By this plan, the bank can:
• Measure your own commitment towards the resources
• Ensure that your Cash flow covers all or part of your
needed working capital as well as the repayment of the
loan you would have asked.
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Funding Resources will be of different types, depending on
the nature of your needs.
In order to form these resources, you will encounter
groups of financiers attached to different values and
criteria:
• By the level of risk (related to your industry, your skill
level, the diversity of your prospects, etc ...)
• By the level of your own financial commitment,
• By the guarantees you bring,
• By the complexity of the regulations and the technology
on which you plan to relay,
• By ethics
• By the social nature of your project,
• Because of your own social situation,
• By a requirement for return on investment,
• By the heart of your business, your passion and innovativeness expressed by your development plan.
You need to know these criteria in order to better target
your audience.
Approach and negotiation with sponsors
Once your Business Plan is developed, you must initially
provide an Executive Summary gathering most of your
project data in one to two pages. This document should
summarize:
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The offer
- What is your activity type?
- What is your offer (product or service)?
- What is the opportunity you are undertaking?
The market
- Who is a target for your product or service?
- What is the size of your potential market?
- What are your advantages compared to competitors?
- What method of distribution have you chosen?
The company
- Who are the founders?
- What is your legal structure?
- From who or from what organization can you be recommended (support network for the creation, competition,
business leader ....)?
- At what level of progress are you in your project (startup, prototype, Research and Development)?
Financing
- What is your projected net income?
- How much can your project produce for your potential
partners?
- What are your own financial contributions?
- What are your funding needs?
- What are your goals or ambitions for the next 3 years?

This Executive summary will allow you to capture the
interest of your financial partners. By announcing only
the essential parts to them you can bring them to want
to know more about your project. This summary should
contain consistent and compatible data with what they
need or can offer you.
Manage negotiation
The Financing Plan you have previously established is the
tool that will guide you during your negotiations. If you
expect significant growth of your business, plan a phased
development plan. This can be considered as a guarantee
for your financial partners.
We have previously discussed the concept of leverage
and co-financing. You may be led to adopt these methods
when you suspect a request for allocation of risk on the
part of your audience.
Lever may be to rely on a minimum of financial support
from a certain resource to engage more financial participation from other funders.
Let’s consider the example we have seen in STEP6: the
young woman who has created her business of manufacture and sale of products made from recycled materials.
Her activity has grown, and she must now buy machinery
in order to provide her customers within a reasonable
time. Initially, the banks contacted declined to give her
their support. The manufacturers of the machines then offered her to contribute to the funding. Thanks to this, she
was able to convince banks to participate in co-financing.
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LIGHT ON A POSSIBLE FINANCIAL RESOURCE: Crowd
funding
We previously mentioned crowd funding amongst the possible financial support. It is nowadays very common and
particularly suited for ecommerce projects.
Crowd funding is a funding mechanism to raise funds
from a wide audience, to participate in a creative or entrepreneurial project. Crowd funding is mostly done through
the Internet.
It is an alternative way of funding or investment that
favours social ties and proximity to raise funds on the
Internet through social networks. Usually a large number of
investors each bring small amounts to achieve significant
amounts to finance the proposed project. Crowd funding is
available whatever your contractor status.
Its funding type (grants, loans or equity investment) will be
exactly according to your status (Own Name or Company).
The keys to success of your Crowd funding fundraising
campaign will depend on your ability to define the following points:
• The amount needed / identify your needs
• Communication / clear product presentation (written,
pitch), unite a community around well-chosen networks
• The schedule / well determine the start date and duration of your collection
• Choice of the platform that will manage the operation
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EXECUTION AND MONITORING OF THE FINANCING PLAN
A Financial Plan is never final and may be subject to
changes due to:
• The vagaries of the market,
• The growth of your business
• Professional opportunities
If you need to change your initial financing plan, we urge
you to communicate this to your funders quickly. Otherwise, all those who have contributed to your funding may
not trust you anymore.
A business is a source of value creation. To create value
you must maintain your intellectual capital, which consists of:

Customer capital

Relational
capital

Intellectual
capital

Human capital

Structural
capital

Intangible capital

Creation of value

Funders are an integral part of this intangible capital.
A project is similar to a wheat seed for which the Business
Plan is the ground prepared to receive it. The business
leader is the farmer and the Funds are energy consumed
wisely. Finally, the wheat will be the result of a balanced
union of resources.

TAXES AND ELIGIBILITY TO FEES
Each country of the European Union is governed by specific social and fiscal regulations. These regulations evolve
over the years.
We suggest to entrust the monitoring of regulations to
your accountant. But it is also recommended that he/she
informs you of the evolutions of these regulations.
Knowledge of these social and fiscal regulations will
enable you to make choices and sound decisions on economic and structural level. It can, for example, influence
decisions on:
• Your turnover
• Your result
• Your workforce
• The building of your social capital
• Your legal structure
• Your business risks
• The execution of your business
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These choices may be made both at the beginning and
during the year.
Let’s assume that your result is beneficiary of 40.000
Euros. This result will be taxed at a rate of 33.33%, or
13,332 Euros. You learn from your accountant that tax
rates could be lower, at 15%, if your income was less than
30,000 Euros. This information can help you try to reduce
your profits by increasing certain expenses (hardware
investment, advertising, premiums, etc.).
It is the rigor with which you make those choices that will
make you a Business leader able to take decisions. Hence,
you proof you are a real manager.
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Website development and design
When you have come to the point that you have registered the domain name for the website
of your company and you have chosen the right hosting, there is only one thing left: start
building your website! The first step in developing your website is deciding upon how you
want to use it. For e-business use there are 2 main ways: you can either develop it as a web
shop and start selling your products or services online. Or you can use your website as an
‘online showroom’, which means that people have to contact you first - usually via email - if
they want to purchase your products or services. Before you start the actual building of your
website, there are still some questions to be answered. In both cases you need to research on:
• What are the needs of my target groups?
• What is the best way to serve my target groups?
• What do your business competitors do and how do they do it?

Read
more
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Research
Before you start the actual building of your website, there
are still some questions to be answered. In both cases you
need to research on:
• what are the needs of my target groups?
• what is the best way to serve my target groups?
• what do your business competitors do and how do they
do it?
The answers to the questions define the way you structure
and design your future website.
Examples
Option 1: You want to sell food and drinks imported from
another country. Those are goods in stock, which can be
easily ordered by various numbers. In this case the best
way to bring your products on the market is to develop a
web shop.
Option 2. You are an artist and you design decorations
and/or gadgets, lets say Christmas decorations. Every
piece you make is a result of the special wishes and ideas
from the customer. In this case it’s better to develop a
website where you can show different designs and options
and attract people to make contact with you via mail.
Developing your website
You are ready with your research. You know your target
and have a good picture of the ‘ideal’ person who will visit
your website, buy your products or wants to make use of
your services. You already know who your competitors are
and you want to do better than them. And you have made
up your mind what you will use the website for: to sell

products and/or services online or to give information and
promote products and/or services. Now you have to decide
how and who will build your website.
Again, keep in mind that your website should be:
1. Attractively designed to catch customers’ attention.
2. Easy to navigate to enable quick surfing from page to
page.
3. Well structured, so that customers can easily find what
they are looking for.
There are many ways of building a website, greatly
depending on your plans and budget: either you develop
it yourself or you contract a web or design company to
develop it for you.
Do It Yourself
If you decide to do it yourself you have three options:
The first option is to “write” your own site. For this purpose, you must know or learn one of the “languages” used
for writing websites, for example HTML. There is a lot of
literature to be found in the Internet about this matter.
There are also courses and workshops that you can attend
to learn more about web programming.
The second option is to buy a readymade web platform.
In general, these platforms are ready software products,
which enable users without knowledge about web programming to tweak the design and functionality of the
site, blog or store to their own ideas and requirements.
The advantages of this option are software products for
web shops, which also provide article and order management, payment and transaction possibilities and are
easy and flexible to use. The disadvantage remains that
your website will miss originality as you are limited to use
standard templates for the design.
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When you start developing your web shop via a web platform, you will have to follow several steps. Web platforms
differ from one another but generally you have to do the
following:
Research phase
Make a research on the web platforms available via the
Web and choose the one that suits best your e-business
plans.
Select modules
Web platforms offer various modules. You can select the
ones that give your customers an optimal interaction with
your online store. For example, promote and give extra
attention to discounted items or let customers subscribe
to your newsletter.
Describe your e-business
Make sure your web shop is clearly and attractively
described. Add your logo and enter the appropriate keywords.
Select Payment and Transaction Options
Most of the web platforms offer diverse methods for paying. For example: iDeal, credit cards and PayPal. Usually
they also provide handy functions (modules) such as
‘baskets’, ‘mark as favourite’, ‘like on Facebook’ etc. Select
the ones you consider appropriate for your business.
Design and create your web pages
You can design your website choosing from different
ready-made templates and colours offered by the web
platform and make up your header and backgrounds.
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After that you will have to fill in the pages with pictures,
videos, descriptions and prices of the products. This is the
most important part of creating your website, so before
you starting, you have to gather and prepare all necessary
information in advance.
Most of the web platforms nowadays are specially
designed for online shops. They are easy to find on the
Internet, have built-tools for search engine optimization
(SEO) and are very easy to use.
The third option for building your website is to use one
of the Content Management Systems (CMS) available via
the Web. For beginners whom are not familiar with HTML
the easiest one to use is WordPress. WordPress is useful
for small web shops or when you use the website in an
informative way.
Subcontracting a web or design company
You can also choose to contact a professional company
that specialises in creating and designing websites.
Hereunder a review is given what you need to know if you
decide to contract a professional for developing your website. The exact process may vary from designer to designer
but the basic steps will be as following:
1. Information gathering
Before you start designing, there are certain things to
consider:
• What is the purpose of the site? Do you want to promote or sell a product?
• What do you hope to accomplish by building this web
site?
• Is there a specific group of people that will help you
reach your goals? It is helpful to picture the “ideal” per-
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son you want to visit your web site. Consider age, sex or
interests – this will help determine the best design for
your site.
• What kind of information will the target audience be
looking for on your site? Are they looking for specific
information, a particular product or service…?

serves as a template for the content pages of your site,
as it contains the main navigational structure for the web
site. Elements such as the CMS (content management
system) like WordPress, interactive contact forms, or
ecommerce shopping carts are implemented and made
functional during this phase.

2. Planning
Using the information gathered from phase one, it is time
to put together a plan for your web site. We call this a site
map. The site map is a list of all main topic areas of the
site, as well as sub-topics.
This serves as a guide as to what content will be on the
site, and is essential to developing a consistent, easy to
understand navigational system. The end-user of the web
site – your customer – must be kept in mind when designing your site. These are, after all, the people who will be
learning about your service or buying your product.

5. Testing and Delivery
At this point the final details and test are made. Test
include things such as the complete functionality of
forms or other scripts, as well last testing for last minute
compatibility issues (viewing differences between different
web browsers), ensuring that your web site is optimized
to be viewed properly in the most recent browser versions.
After that it is time to deliver the site. An FTP (File Transfer Protocol) program is used to upload the web site files
to your server. Once these accounts have been setup, and
your web site uploaded to the server, the site should be
put through one last run-through. This is just precautionary, to confirm that all files have been uploaded correctly,
and that the site continues to be fully functional.

3. Design
Now it’s time to determine the look and feel of your
site. Target audience is one of the key factors taken into
consideration. A site aimed at teenagers, for example, will
look much different than one meant for a financial institution. It is also important to incorporate elements such as
the company logo or colors to help strengthen the identity
of your company on the web site.
4. Development
This is the point where the web site itself is created. At
this time all of the individual graphic elements from the
prototype are used to create the actual, functional site.
This is typically done by first developing the home page,
followed by a “shell” for the interior pages. The shell

6. Maintenance
There is still work to do! The best way to bring repeat
visitors to your site is to offer new content or products on
a regular basis. So update the information on your web
site. The designer can do this, or, if you prefer to be more
hands on, by yourself via a CMS (Content Management
System) implemented to your web site. This is something
that would be decided upon during the Planning stage.
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E-marketing
The e-marketing is a brand new group of marketing tools working on online interfaces. They’ve
been existing since around 1995, but with the evolution of IT and corporate management
they have reached some remarkable techniques, that are very useful in modern wired life of
human race. If you own a small business, e-marketing can be an inexpensive way to promote
your business. Through e-marketing, you can discover new opportunities, build your customer
base and find new suppliers and staff. According to curtain manifesto, the main principles
of e-marketing can be described with the four steps of conventional marketing, but it can
be described more like a communication between the seller and the one-person-market-like
customer. The e-marketing gives huge opportunities of specialized tools, bringing customers
closer to more personal marketing methods. According to Smith&Caffey (2001), with the help
of the online tools, we can work on more customer targeted marketing actions, which can
develop more revenue and profit.

Read
more

Step 10
Customers
trust
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Objectives of e-marketing
If you own a small business, E-marketing can be an
inexpensive way to promote your business. Through
E-marketing, you can discover new opportunities, build
your customer base and find new suppliers and staff.
E-marketing takes advantage of highly specialized tools
allowing to bring the customer closer to the seller. The
personal marketing methods help in building far more
reliable customer credit than the conventional marketing
tools.
The three exact steps of it are:
1. Identify: Using the internet for market research (reveal
the customers’ needs and wishes).
2. Foresight: The Internet is a new source of information
and a new kind of shopping channel.
3. Satisfying customer needs: Online marketing success
is the satisfaction of the customers through electronic
channels. This raises issues such as website usability,
or performance of the related public service quality,
and physical products being mailed.

The Five S Letters
The Five “S” Letters are about five key marketing activities, which you can use in an organization’s online
marketing tactics. For example in case of an online
newsletter:
SELL: Increase in sales (often a newsletter reaches new
customers, brings new sales, and helps in retaining old
customers as well).
SERVE: Provide value (provides online benefits such as
an offer only available online or detailed information
about the company or the sector products)
SPEAK: Creating a kind of a dialogue would bring the
buyer closer. This could be done by tools, such as online
questionnaires to find out preferences of your customers.
Tracking this kind of information will help you know your
customers and their interests.
SAVE: Save costs (primarily printing and postage costs)
SIZZLE: The brand extension. The newsletter keeps
customers aware of your brand and help reinforce brand
values.
There are at least three schemes, which can be used to
raise online awareness:
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Funnel Building
In a sales funnel structure, the potential buyer starts a
dialogue with the company, learns about the company’s
products or services, makes suggestions, and eventually
ends up buying from the company. The funnel structure
takes time and requires continuous online sale activities.
These activities can be run with the following tools:
search engine optimization, e-newsletters, forum marketing, advertising, partnership programs, etc.
Whispering marketing
The whispering marketing usually requires much work
and fast response from the seller. It works for both
online and offline selling. The main objective is to get
the products known through “word of mouth”. You can
achieve this by giving interesting, surprising or even
shocking information.
Fun Tools
Finally, the last tactic is often used to attract the attention by the use of a nice online tool (often called the
“Cool Tool”). It is a tool that appeals so much to the
audience that they want to share it with others. It can
be a video clip, a cute little program such as a cartoon
character that lives on the user’s desktop.
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Internet marketing includes the fact that your website
needs to be found rapidly. You should pay attention to
key-word searches and online advertisement.
When a customer searches information, your website
should appear within the first approx. 30 results. This
can be done in three ways:
1. Natural search engine ranking (according to surveys,
the majority of users are not going through paid ads in
search engine results pages)
2. Pay for a good position within the search result page
3. Paid advertising on the search results page (for example Google Adwords)
It can be quite difficult to obtain a good position if your
products belong to a large market. The second and the
third option can be chosen to improve visibility.
Since the dot com bubble burst, it became obvious that,
in order to survive, you need to generate immediate
income. This can be done by using banner ads. However,
it seems that visitors do not always respond as massively
as expected. The banners degree of efficiency depends
on several factors, such as colors, images, headlines and
location. David Ogilvy, often called “the father of advertising”, indicates that several decades old techniques, used
in banner ads, can still allow you to reach a large number
of customers. For example: the banner can contain an
image and an uppercase headline underneath it. More
text, in lowercase characters, can then follow.
In this way, the visitors interest is gradually aroused.
Striking images and specific pictures work best.
Online marketing is a rapidly growing industry. What
worked yesterday may not work today. Many websites

provide testing tools that can help you find out what
kind of image/text combinations and locations work best
at the moment.
The ultimate goal of online marketing is to get more targeted traffic to a website, such as visitors who really care
about the content of this website. Visitors’ reaction may
be immediate purchase, but more often visitors sign-up
for a newsletter, or download a free demo software.
One of the greatest strengths in online marketing is the
possibility to obtain a vast amount of information (called
Big data) about visitors and customers. You can measure
brand loyalty and customers satisfaction, but also the
effectiveness of marketing campaigns.
Web analytics
The tracking of traffic is important. There are lots of free
tools that can be really useful to run a webcampaign. The
most popular web analytics tool is the Google Analytics.
It works really well with all conditions and platforms,
included Windows, MacOS, Android and iOS. In Google
Analytics (GA), you can monitor all the data about visitors and their behavior in your website.
Search engine optimization (SEO)
The Search Engine Optimization or SEO is the improvement of the appearance of the web page in search
engines using “normal” or unpaid search results. If your
webpage is ranked within the first result page, it will
attract more visits. SEO can target different areas, such
as image search, video search, academic search, local
search, article search, or industry-specific search. In
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order to optimize a web page, you can edit the contents
of the HTML code, increasing your keyword relevance and
ease of indexing.
Methods:
Indexing: Google, Bing and Yahoo, that are known as the
leading search engines, use crawlers to find algorithmic
search results. Some search engines, such as Yahoo, can
operate with paid services, at a predetermined price or at
a price per-click. These programs ensure the use of an inclusion database, but do not guarantee that your website
will be found at a specific location within a search result
list.
The “Google Webmaster tools” allow you to create and
freely submit an XML sitemap. This sitemap provides
the location of all the sub-pages, especially those that
are not auto-discovered. When crawling through a web
page, the robots can take a lot of different factors into
consideration.
Prevention of Discovery: In order to hide unwanted
content for the search engines crawlers webmasters use
robots. The robots.txt file should be positioned in the
root directory of the first page.
Ranking improve: Several methods can improve a website
ranking in the search results list. They are part of the
important basic tools for barrier-free and standard web
mapping.
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Newsletters
A newsletter is a regularly distributed publication, generally about one main topic of interest, to clients. Newsletters can be made in the form of an electronic newspaper,
a flyer, etc. Electronic newsletters gain nowadays popularity. Unsolicited newsletters are called spam.
Banners
Web banners function the same way as traditional
advertisements are intended to function: notifying consumers of the product or service and presenting reasons
why the consumer should choose the product. By Web
banners the results for advertisement campaigns may be
monitored real-time and may be targeted to the viewer’s
interests. Behavior is often tracked through the use of a
click tag. Many web surfers regard these advertisements
as highly annoying because they distract from a web
page’s actual content. Newer web browsers often include
options to disable pop-ups or block images from selected
websites.
Growth hacking techniques
Growth hacking is a marketing technique developed by
technology start-ups which uses creativity, analytical
thinking, and social metrics to sell products and gain
exposure.
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Certification and Quality assurance
Depending on the country your company is registered in, you will have to comply with legal
regulations and local law. Some regulations may also be provided by the European Union. You
should consult a person familiar with your local regulations before getting into trouble with
the law. In most European countries, it is mandatory to have a special section on your website
containing your company’s details. Customers should be provided with information about who
is operating the shop, where it is registered, how you can contact the shop, how is personal
data handled by the shop and what can you do if you need assistance.

Read
more

To assure quality to the customers, you can use the services of certification authorities. Those
authorities require detailed information about the services provided, the goods sold or the
licenses granted. Depending on the certification authority, your online-business has to fulfil
a various number of requirements. If a web shop is certified, the operator is allowed to put a
seal on the website to show the customers that the shop is certified.
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Server/Domain Certificates
Server and Domain certificates are used to provide information about the connected server. By using certificates
of a trusted authority, users can see that the website
they are surfing on, is really the website it pretends to
be. Furthermore the traffic is encrypted and secured,
which means a protection against eavesdropping on the
line is given. Users can see if the connection is secured
by looking for the following signs:
Browser window:
EV Certificate, accepted by all mayor browsers, normally
shows up as green sign or name. Depending on the used
browser, a lock can be shown on this position as well. As
these certificates are expensive, their use is not mandatory for start-ups. But as soon as your business grows,
you should consider investing in those certificates.
SSL Certificates are widely distinguished by:
- The type of certificate
- Browser acceptance
- Used encryption including type of encryption (SHA1 /
SHA2)
- Type of validation
There are different types of certificates. They can be issued for single domains, wildcard domains – meaning all
subdomains are included, or for multiple domains.

Domain Validation
Validations can be issued by sending a mail to the owner
the website is registered to. This information is stored in
the WHOIS database, where all the information about the
person a website belongs to can be found.
Organizational Validation
Additional to the domain validation, documents about
your legal ownership of the domain have to be provided.
Therefore a legal document about the registration of your
company has to be sent to the certification authority
and –normally- you will be directly connected via skype
or phone.
Extended Validation
Additionally to the organizational validation, the person
applying for the certificate has to prove that he/she
is allowed to do so by approval of the company. These
certificates appear with the green background in the
browser field.
Seal of quality
By having a seal of quality of a big authority on the
website, the customers can see that the shop is working
within the regulations and providing a good service.
Most authorities also secure purchases of the customers
by adding an insurance if the operator of the shop is
not delivering the goods or services. In this case, the
money spent at the shop is returned to the customer by
the authority and they will get the money back from the
operator, which is a good service for the customer.
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Trusted Shops
Trusted Shops is the biggest provider of seals of trust
in Europe. The seals can be found on thousands of
websites. By having such a seal, your shop is certified
to be good e-commerce and optimized for security and
customer care. The seal is provided in a way that it can
be included in most shop-software products without
problems.
The certification process is easy. After registration –
which costs 89€ - users can apply for the certification.
Trusted Shops will contact them and the certification
process begins.
Trusted shops need you to fulfill a lot of criteria to get
certified.
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The following criterias1 are checked:
- Identity and reachability
- Data protection and security
- Products and costs
- Delivery and payment
- Ordering process
- Cancellation
- Trusted Shops guarantee
- Quality indicators
- Reliability
- Refunds
- Response
- Customer rating
Trusted shops provides a rating system, so the customers
can see how good the operator of the online-business
performs.
			
The costs for keeping the seal are depending on your
sales. If you have a lot of sales, the price will rise. Data of
your sales has to be provided to the certification authority on a regular basis.
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Laws and regulations
Depending on the country your company is registered in,
you will have to comply with legal regulations and local
law. Some regulations may also be provided by the European Union. Please contact a person familiar with your
local regulations before getting trouble with the law.
In most European countries, it is mandatory to have
a special section on your website containing your
company’s details. Customers should be provided with
information about who is operating the shop, where it is
registered, how you can contact the shop, how is personal data handled by the shop and what can you do if you
need assistance.
If cookies are used and stored, please inform the customers in an appropriate way, so there are no misunderstandings.

1 | Taken from http://www.trustedshops.com/tsdocument/TS_QUALITY_CRITERIA_AUT_en.pdf
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Partners
Pressure Line, The Netherlands – coordinator
www.pressureline.nl

Institut Francilien de Formation et de
Conseils (IFFC), France
www.iffc-conseil-et-developpement.fr
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FH JOANNEUM GmbH, University of Applied
Sciences, Austria
www.fh-joanneum.at

Federación Valenciana de Empresas Cooperativas
de Trabajo Asociado (FEVECTA), Spain
www.fevecta.coop

ALUNO Educational Centere Ltd., Hungary
www.aluno.hu
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